The book details his onboard experiences and also of the countries he visited. A fascinating book. The experiences of a Naval Officer in the Victorian and Edwardian navy especially the dramatic changes form sail to steam. The book details his onboard experiences and also of the countries he visited. A fascinating book. The ship to which I there belonged was a small steam-corvette, which with two gunboats constituted all the social possibilities. Happily for myself, I did not join till midway in the corvette's stay off the port, which lasted in all nearly six months, before she was recalled in mercy to New Orleans. I have never seen a body of intelligent men reduced so nearly to imbecility as my shipmates then were. From sail to steam. Favorable sailing opportunity to America, with the speedy and well-equipped ship. (By Børge Solem). The cost of passage with a sail ship could vary. In 1839, passengers sailing with the Emilie paid 39 speciedaler from Drammen to New York. The agent responsible for booking passages published advertisements in 12 different newspapers: Morgenbladet, Aftenposten, Aftenbladet, Avertisementsbladet, Oplandske Blade, Hedemarken Amtstidende, Ringerikes Ugeblad, Kristians Amtstidende, Hamars Budstikke, Lillehammerens Tidskuer and Åstedbladet. The agent's accounts reveal that there was good money to be made even though the price was low. The total fare for all the passengers amounted to 4 391 spd. View Book Page: Book Viewer About This Book: Catalog Entry View All Images: All Images From Book Click here to view book online to see this illustration in context in a browseable online version of this book. Text Appearing Before Image: t, was fitted with three-crank compound engines. Thus all new steamers burn oil fuel, and big ones like the Aquitania, Berengaria and Mauretania originally built to burn coal, have been converted into oil burners. The company's first steel liner, the Servia, built in 1881, was practically the pioneer of what may be called the Express Trans-atlantic Service, as owing to the immense space required for the powerful machinery necessary for the high speed beginning to prevail, but little room was left for cargo. Only RUB 220.84/month. From Sail to Steam. STUDY. Flashcards. Learn. Write. Spell. Test. economical. oszczędny, ekonomiczny. sea passage. przejście (trasa morska, przeprawienie). in the early eighteen hundreds. na poczÄ…tku dziewiÄ…tnastego wieku. invention. wynalazek. however.